
Exploratory Digital Literacy Assessment:
Pre-test
This is our initial assessment to establish prior knowledge.

Your email address (acutsinger@pinckneypirates.org) will be recorded when
you submit this form. Not acutsinger? Sign out
* Required

Enhancing a presentation with a Graphic *
What are the keystrokes for taking a picture of just part of the screen?

 command + control + shift

 control + shift + switch window key

 command + shift + 4

 control + switch window key

Legal and Fair *
If you purchased a single play copy of a computer game, legally you could...

 Copy and distribute it to all your friends

 Load it on your computer and your sister's

 Load it on your computer

 Load it on a shared storage space

Evaluating Websites *
List 4 things to think about when deciding whether a website is a good resource or not.

 author, purpose, domain, message

 colorful, layout, music, advertising

 sponsor, owner, address, country

 font, license, content, subject

Edit this form
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Digital Commerce *
When buying things online it is important to...

 Do research about and read the reviews of the source you are buying from

 Know the person you are buying something from personally

 Go and visit the retail outlet of the store

 Send cash in the mail to the address of the store

Digital Access *
Why is it important to have policies for everyone to be able to use computers?

 Because using computers is fun for young people

 It's not important

 Because people need to use computers for jobs, banking, and other necessary life skills

 Because life isn't interesting without computers

Legal and Fair *
What is the Public Domain?

 A town park with wireless

 A building with public computers

 Where you can register an original work

 Published work that anyone can use and is not under copyright protection

Evaluating Websites *
Which of the following extensions would you choose to �nd out about a college or university?

 .mil

 .edu

 .com

 .org

Digital Literacy *
Digital literacy means

 Computers can read aloud to struggling readers

 Books should be available on computers

 Computers can read peoples minds

 Learning how to use computers as an essential life skill

Using Google Drive *
Which application can use to create a survey?

 Google Docs

 Google Sheets

 Google Forms



 Google Slides

Annotating a .pdf *
How can you add information to .pdf document?

 Just type right on it

 Copy and Paste it into a Word document

 Use annotation tools or an app like Doc Hub

 You can't, it's not an editable document

Typing Ergonomics *
Which one of these is NOT part of typing ergonomics?

 staying on task

 sit up straight

 keep glare off of computer screen

 keep elbows bent at greater than 90 degrees

Enhancing a Presentation with a Graphic *
Why is it important to enhance presentations with graphics?

 Presentations must have graphics

 Presentations need graphics to make a point

 Presentations are not complete without graphics

 Presentations hold audiences' attention and are more interesting with graphics

Searching with Google *
What is the best way to search for something using Google?

 type in just one word

 type in several key words

 type in your name �rst

 use a different search

Enhancing a Presentation with a Graphic *
What are the keystrokes for taking a screenshot of the whole screen?

 Control + Switch Window key

 Shift + Enter + 8

 Control + Shift + 2

 Control + Shift + Switch Window key

Pinckney Community Schools Acceptable Use Policy *
Why do schools have technology acceptable use policies?

 To make sure only certain people use the Internet



 To protect both the user and the district from something going wrong

 To tell people what to do

 To control the computers in the district

Online Safety *
Which one of these is NOT an online safety rule?

 keep your passwords safe

 don't share your location

 post pictures of your friends without asking

 do not meet up with someone you met online

Evaluating Websites *
What does the word biased?

 Biased means being from only one point of view.

 Biased means being open and fair.

 Biased means wondering what something means

 Biased means something innapropriate

Computer Skill *
Which one is an email address?

 http://vianet.com/index.htm

 D://email/standard

 joesmart@billme.com

 chaminade@/org/teachers/mail-addresses

Digital Security *
Which of the following is NOT part of digital security?

 Keep your passwords safe

 Back up your data

 Use virus protection

 Share your password with only a few people

Digital Citizenship *
What is your digital footprint?

 It is a trail that shows evidence of what you have done on the Internet.

 It is an image of the bottom of your foot.

 It is the amount of data you have used on your device.

 It is your group of friends that you have on social media.

Legal and Fair *
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What is Copyright?

 It's the right to make a copy of something

 It's a license to the the owner of an original work

 It's when you use someone's work without permission

 It's a rule about how to write

Legal and Fair *
What is the Fair Use Act?

 It allows everyone to be fair.

 It allows schools, researchers, and newspapers to use copyrighted material without paying for it.

 It makes it so that you can't use other people's work.

 It is a law that allows everyone to make new ideas.

Using Google Drive *
Which application do you use to look at the results of your survey?

 Google Sheets

 Pages

 Keynote

 Google Docs

Pinckney Community Schools Acceptable Use Policy *
What is a technology acceptable use policy

 A policy that says who can use a computer

 A policy that says no one can use the computers

 A policy that states the rules and terms a computer user agrees to before going online

 A policy that says only adults can use computers

THINK before you post *
What words does the acronym THINK stand for in netiquette?

 travel, help, Internet, netiquette, keys

 time, hope, ideas, notes, keys

 telephone, headphones, ink, notes, kites

 true, helpful, inspiring, necessary, kind

Using Google Docs *
What is Google Docs

 The word processing app by Google

 A docking station that you plug your Chromebook into

 A set of documents that explains Google

 A goup of doctors that treat people employed by Google

 Send me a copy of my responses.
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